
Basic Consensus: About our Role as Supporters during the Protests

This appeal forms a basic consensus among some supporters in accord with the 
activists of Asylum Rights Evolution (ARE). We supporters are people with secured 
residency in the Federal Republic of Germany and we want to support the self-
organised protests of asylum-seekers, persisting now for more than two years, in the 
terms of ARE activists. The reason for this summary is some good as well as some 
very bad experiences we made so far – especially in extreme situations like the recent 
one. This appeal concerns all supporters and seeks to help framing our support 
collectively in the terms of ARE activists. 

- This protest is self-organised. It is planned, organised, and executed by asylum-seekers 
for asylum-seekers. As supporters we contribute those structures that cannot be self-
organised. In our behaviour, we always attempt to regard the autonomy of the strikers. We do 
not assume through our own initiative assignments or decisions that are not in accord with 
the plenum of the asylum-seekers. 

- All decisions are taken by the protesting asylum-seekers. As they are those whose 
lives are concerned while we supporters can always decide to leave. We also often do not 
know background information in relation to many decision-making processes – the plenum of 
asylum-seekers knows what it is doing!

- Within the supporter-structure we look out for one another. Since we are not a uniform 
group we always have different privileges. During the protests the focus is clearly placed on 
the protestors. How we feel about the protest we do not thrust upon either asylum-seekers 
nor media. We speak/act in ways that do not steer the attention towards our feelings in 
relation to the protest. Certain supporters who behave not along the terms of the protest can 
be excluded in extreme cases. During the action it will be decided in the supporters-plenum 
how we proceed.

- As supporters we are transparent when it comes to our capacities (time, energy, etc.). 
We can hand over assignments at any point to others, also on short notice. When we take on 
assignments we handle them responsibly and stick to deadlines. Otherwise the whole protest 
might be endangered. 

- As support-structure we strive towards working in anti-authoritarian ways. This 
means that we do not tolerate leading individual persons or groups within our structures and 
always work collectively against such developments. We understand ourselves as collective 
and work together in solidarity.

- We respect the decision of the protestors to go into hunger-strike, even if this might be 
emotionally difficult for us. They make the decisions for themselves. When we talk at them 
insistently, it makes the situation even more difficult for them. 

- We take only water to the location of the hunger strike, as long as the strikers do not 
explicitly wish for something else. This also means: no juices or soups! Gathering food 
and juice next to the hunger-strikers makes the situation only more difficult for them. Also, 
watching the supporters eat or drink anything but water hampers the political action. It is then 
also more difficult to keep up the political pressure that supports a hunger-strike. 

- No actions on-site and no actions in the name of the protest if not explicitly decided 
by the strikers. Propositions are welcomed; we allow the strikers sufficient time to confer. 



- Advertisement for parties of all kind or other political foundations is not welcome. 
This protest is not a promotional platform for any grouping. The only focus is the demands of 
the strikers. Organisations/parties are welcomed to do their best to support and propagate 
the demands of the striking on all political levels.

- When asked for interviews, we always refer to the protesting asylum-seekers. Media 
often dart for “german supporters“ and foreground them – on purpose or not – in their 
reports. Instead, we want to convey the contents and demands of the strikers. This only 
works from their own voices. Every supporter giving an interview pushes asylum seekers to 
the media background. This happens automatically, even unintended by us. Also with 
regards to press photos, we stay in the background.

- Statements of other groups are always written explicitly in their own name, so that 
they don't seem to be written in the name of the strikers.

- No talks to the police! Arrangements of all kind are discussed with the striking 
beforehand! Police has less obvious methods to gather information: therefore, no smalltalk 
and also no principal discussions. Consider, that many asylum seekers have made extreme 
experiences with police, from daily harassment to repressions to the fear of being picked up 
and deported.

- When offering our translation/interpreting, we only translate/interprete what is 
written/said; without putting in our personal opinions. Discretion counts here as well. If we 
feel unsure about something, we ask or hand over the translation job to someone else.

- We do not publish any photos or videos that are not made blurry and do not produce 
live streams. We are all interested in the security of our information, which is directly tied to 
its release. Police and Judiciary are only too pleased to use such material against us!
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